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Vector analysis is a recent development. It was proceeded by quar—
ternious originated by Sir William R. Hamilton in i84~ and by H. G. Grass—
mann in 1844. We owe a large part of the development of vectors to two
mathematical physicists, Joseph Willard Gibbs, 1881—84, and Oliver Heaviside,
1891.
The desire was to develop a system of vector analysis, the operation
al rules of which would conform with the corresponding rules of soalar al—
ge bra.
Certain physical quantities, called
by specifying their magnitudes. Examples
and energy. Others, however, require the
Examples of these are velocity, force and
called vector quantities or simply vectors.
The problem of this study is to relate the concept of vectors to cer
tain concepts in plane analytic geometry. Chapter II has to do with certain
basic definitions in connection with vectors. Chapter III deals with the
fundamental operations, an understanding of which is necessary for applica
tion. Chapter IV has the desidorati.~ of relating some of the foregoing con
cepts to some concepts in plane analytic Geometry.
scalar quantities are expressed
of these are time, electric change
specification of direction as well.





1. Vector: A vector is an ordered pair of points; a quantity having
both magnitude and direction. It may be represented by letters which desig
nate the end points of a se~ent AB or by one letter ~ which is the: line





where A represents the beginning or initial point and B represents the end
or terminal point.
As a matter of convention, throughout this work, capital letters will
represent points and small letters will represent lines. A pair of capital
letters with a line or a small letter with a line will denote the vector.
)iB.
2. The Zero Vector: The vector with magnitude zero represents the
zero vector • It can be denoted by the degenerated line segnent in which
the initial point corresponds to the terminal point. It is parallel and
perpendicular to every vector in the plane.
~. Scalar: A soalar is a quantity possessing magnitude only. The
value of a scalar remains constant under all systems of reference. Fami
liar scalar quantities are the real numbers.
4. Magnitude: The numerical length of a vector v is called its mag
nitude. This number is represented by ;vj. If gv~ 0, v is the zero or
null vector.
5. Egua1i~y: Any two vectors are equal if they have the same magni
tude and direction. The family of all parallel vectors in the plane having
the same magnitude and direction are equal.
6. Scalar times a Vector: Multiplying a scalar times a vector ef
fects the magnitude, the direction or both magnitude and direction of a
vector. Thus cv is a vector whose direction is the sameas y but whose
magnitude is c—Umes v. —cV is a vector whose magnitude is c—times ~ but
whose direction is the reverse of that of ~.
FIGURE 2
4.
Consider the vector a in Figure 2. The vector v drawn from the ori
gin to any point of the line Oh in either direction is
= xa.
This represents, with x as a variable scalar, the vector equation of all
points in the line Oh.
7. Collinear and Coplanar Vectors: Vectors which•. are parallel to the
same line are collinear. The family of all vectors parallel to a fixed vec










FUNDA~NTAL ~PERAT IONS ON VECTORS
8. Addition of Vectors: Any two vectors may generate a third by de
fining the addition of two in the following manner:
FIGURE 4
From figure 4, AB = a, BC ~. The vector c AC is the result of
AB + = AC. By con8truotion AB = = ~ and AD = BC =
The resulting figure is a parallelogram and the vector c is the d.iag—
onal of that figure.
From the definition of equality given in the precoeding chapter it is
that~a’iis definition of addition is independent of the relative posi—
of the vectors in the plane.








AD + AB = a + b
2. Associative
a + (b + c)
a+b=b+a
(a + b) + c
FIGURE 5
R
A verification of this law can be seen by constructing a polygon
having the vectors a, b, c, as sides. Then from figure 5
+ (~+)=~+~=~
5. Distributive
a) The product of a vector and the scalar sum can be
distributed throughout the sum.
(m + n)a = ma + na
b) The product of a scalar by a vector sum can be dis—
tributed throughout that scalar sum
p (5
n(~+’~) = n~ + nb
7.
The first asst~ption follows from the fact that both sides represent
a vector with maguitude (m + n)~ With the same or opposite direction of I
according as (m + n) is positive or nege~tive.
The second can be verified by considering the figure 6 which defines
the vectors a, b, ni, nb.
FIGURE 6
Since these two triangles are similar (all angles are equal since
multiplication by a scalar does not affect the angles), the corresponding
sides are proportional. This constant of proportionality is n. Hence
— ii
nYZ Y~.





vector ~ is defined as the process of adding to I tb~ vector which is equal
in magnitude to b, but with opposite sign.
FIGUBE 7
The process of subtraction is illustrated in figure 7.
10. Components of Vectors: If we consider the vectors in the plane
any vector v can be expressed as the si~ of two others.




With any point 0 as the origin take OP = r, and an OP as diagonal con-
construct a parallelogram with sides OA parallel to BP and OB parallel to
AP. Then F is expressible as the s~
r = OB + PB = OA + AP
= x~ + yE.
Thus r is the resultant of the two vectors xa, yb which are called the
components of ‘~ in the given directions.
11. The Unit Vectors: An important resolution of vectors in plane
geometry is that in which the two directions are mutually perpendicular.
The unit vectors parallel to these axes will be denoted by T, 3. The rota
tions about the axes OX, OY are from X to !, from Y to —X, from -X to -Y,
from —Y to X respectively.
FIGURE 9
If X, I are the lengths of OA, OB respectively measured in these di




If ~C , ~ are the angles which OP makes with the axes, then Coed.
Cos are the direction cosines of the line OP and
x=rcos~% y=rcos~.
It is clear from the figure that
= x2 4~
This gives the distance of P from the origin in terms of the coordi.
nate s.
~12. Scalar or tot Product of Two Vectors: The scalar or dot product
is obtained by multiplying the cosine of the angle between the two vectors
by the product of the magnitudes. It is symbolized by ab. The result of
scalar multiplication is a scales.
a = (mag )(mag ~) (cos c,~ ).
Symbolically
a b = Ia H b~ cos~.
An angle of 1800 Thdicates collinear vectors. Since the cosine of this
angle is unity, the dot productis equal to the product of the numerical val
ue of the magnitudes.
If the vectors are perpendicular the angle between them becomes ± 9C°.
The cosine vanishes and the dot product of the two vectors is zero.
This suggests a table for determining the scalar products of the two
fundamental vectors mentioned previously.
11.
gebra.
a • a = b. b = 1
The soalar product obeys the same laws as the product of ordinary al—
15. Vector Product of Two Vectors: The vector-product or cross pro—
~ of two vectors i and b is the vector ~ which is normal to the plane of
a and I~ on which rotation from a to b through an angle of less than 1800
appears counter clocc~iie~
This vector has magnitude obtained by multiplying the magnitudes of a
and ~ by the sine of the angle between the vectors.
FIGURE 10
The result of the vector product is another vector
~= ~~Ik~I5j~o(.






180 The sine vanishes and the result is the zero vector.
If the two vectors are perpendicular the angle between them is ±900
and the sine is unity. Therefore, the magnitude of the resulting vector is
equal to the product of the original vector
If in vector multiplicaticn the vectors ‘~and b were changed the soa—
lars would remain unchanged but the angle would be reversed and
a x b —b x a,
which suggests that vector multiplication is not commutative.
Vector multiplication is, however, distributive with respect to addi
tion. But the associative law does not hold. That is
~x
but
~x (Sx~) ~ (x~) x~.
In the last equation the left side represents ~. vector which is mutually
perpendicular to b and c. The right side results in a vector perpendicular
to both a and b. Unless the vectors are in the same plane, the right side
of the equation cannot equal the left.
1 ~
CHAPTER IV
ON TI~ APPLICATION OF VECTORS TO PLANE ANALYTIC GEO~TRY
Distance of a Point from a Line: To find the perpendicular distance
of a point P from the straight line represented by the vector
x=a+à b
or x - a = ~b, where ~is aunit vector,
FIGURE 11
let P,A be points whose position vectors (vectors imminating at the origin
with terminal points on ?,A) are given by p,a respectively, and PN the
perpendicular from P to the given line. From the definition of scalar pro
duct
( — • b — cos 0 the perpendicular distance d is
given by the equation~
(2) d = fJI=~/(~ — (~ _~,2 ~ ~.
But





(4) d = ~i=[~ - ~ i sin ~ =i —11~
= I I ___________
- IT-~I2 -
The last statements follow from the fact that cos2 e 1 sin2 0. Then
~(~~i)J2.
To find the perpendicular distance from the line 4x - 5 y + 15 = 0
to the point P (2,1).
FIGURE 12
(~,l) and P0 (~ ~). The unit vector b is
r,
Two points on the line are P1
given by
b = 3i +
—
The rofore




Division of a I4ne So~nent in a Given Ratio: Consider the two points
A and B. We can find a third point C which divides the se~ent denoted by
the vector AB in the given ratio m to n.
It is clearly seen that if C lies between A and B, then rn/n is finite
and positive. If C lies beyond B then rn/n is finite and negative. If C
lies beyond A, then rn/n is between —l and 0. We may represent the division
of the points by
(7) ~
~p n
If we denote the vector OA, OC, OB by a,b, e respectivelythen
AC = c - a
These can be written in the form
n(c — a) = m(~ -
Solving this equation for ~7 we have
(8) c=m~+n
rn+n
To find the point P which divide~ P1 (—i,—6) and P2 (3,o) 80 that










= -1 4/4).. ~ 1
1 - 1/4 - -
y=-64/4)~ =-8.
1- 1/4
The coordinates of the point are
.P(2 i/~, -8).
The Distance Between Two Points: Suppose A and B are two given points.
We can find the distance d between A and B in terms of the position—vectors
a and b of A and B.
FIGURE 14
d=!ABI
B~ ~ = - ~. Thus
(9) d2 =g~j2 = . = (~ — ) .(~ —
The refore
(10) d=\flb_a).~b_a)
To find the distance between the points P1(i,3> and P2 (-5,5)
d =I~1P2i
~lP2 ~ -
Using the equation we get
d + ~)2, (~
The Area of a Triangle: Given any three non—collinear points A, B, C,
we can find the area of the triangle in terms of the position—vectors ~,T,
~ of the points A, B, C.
A
FIGURE 15
We begin by constructing the parallelogram of which ~, ~ form two
adjacent edges. Then the triangle determined by the points A, B, C is equal
to one half the area of this parallelogram. The area of this parallelogram







Therefore the area of the triangle is







AC is the ma~xitude of the vector given by the right side of the equa—
Therefore the required area of the triangle is given by
~AxCD.
Vector Equation of a Circle: Since a circle is the vector equidistance
from a fixed point C,
(14) ~ -
represents the radius of th~ circle. So that
2(i~) (~—~) = e





Vector Equation of the Tangent to the Circle: The tangent drawn to the
circle is perpendicular to the radius vector at the point of tangency. Let
P be the point of tangency. Then if X is any point on the tangent line
through this point we get
(16) (~—-~) • (~—•~)=9.
FIGURE 17
Pencils of Circles: Consider a circle with center C~ and radius
Then from (l~) we have
(17)x2_2~.~+c12_ e=O.




Now let us define a scalar J7 and a vector p, in such a manner that
(18) ~ d1 (c12 — p12)
(19) p1=—2~c~l.
Hence
(2à) ~i = P1 6~~= c12 — IL.
C7K,
Now (17) takes the form
(21) ~c, x2 + ic • + ~ =o~
This equation enables us to consider the line circle, that is the circle
from which c~(, = 0. It is clearly seen that this represents the equation of
the ciréle of infinite radius.
To examine the nature of this line circle suppose the line intersects
the line drawn from the origin toward ~ at some point Qj. Then
(22) ~ = —
- 2 2 — — 2(~ =(c1—q1) =cl —c~ qi~q1.
From (18) we have
= ~ (2~i Ii - qi2)




so that the equation of the ~ircle from(21) becomes
(23) ~ — — = 0.
or
(~-_~)=O.
This represents the straight line perpendicular to31 at
Consider now a second circle
21.
(4) ~&2X2 + + = 0.
For arbitraty constants i~c, I’(~ consider the equation.
#I~, Q’<~Z~-~
This leads to
(26) ( ~~ x~+(~1~ ~ ~÷cE~. titi-~ ~) ~.
If




= 0, then (26) represents the line circle.
Any circle derived from two circles is said to be a member of a pencil
of circles determined by those two circles.
There are several possible relations between citcles. Some ofthem
are
(1) Two concentric circles.
(2) Two circles which do not touch. That is, one is inside the other.
(3) Two may intersect at one point.
(4) Two may intersect at two points.
Let us consider concentric circles.
From (20) and (27) we have that the center C of the resulting circle is
given by
(28) o = ~‘ ~ 4i<~.c~.
I
If ~ c2, then
(29)~= Q,_~-~- ~
cAe~k2. a
If this relationship exists, the circles are concentric, so that all




C~. are zict equal then and C2 determine a straight line.
this line is given by
~+ ~°2°l~
(i~)~1÷ ~‘J~2
Since ~. is arbitrary, the only condition that a vector x to the
point X lie on a line j and is that
(31) x = ~
then j-A/~. = 1. Observe that equation (29) can be put in the Lorm
— —
(32) c = ~— ci + r~. ~.
~_(IQ~, ÷ ~ I<i~4, ~
This fulfills the condition that 6 lie on the same line as and
Therefore the centers of the members of the- pencil lie on a line through








position of the center of a member circle can be found in this way. From
(30) we get





02—cl — — — —










Hence aà __Z~ —~--— varies we get a family of circles with con
tera on the line of ~ and For the members 6or which ~. =0
we have a line circle perpendicular to ~(. p~ + ~
(36) ~.x2+~ .~+ t~ 0.
If in + IK.z~2 we replace j~ and ~2 by their equals we get
(37) K -~ -~ ‘~ -~ (~-~2~ ~
Therefore we have the line circle perpendicular to the line through
~j and




Gone ral equation for a member of the family is
(39)
fov f<,-~ 0, b<~O
If the two given circles have a point in cOmmon then every member of
the family has that point in common.
If there is no common point the family has no point in common.
Power of a Point and Radical Axis:
Definition 1: Let P0 be a point not on the circle (1). Then
(j~)
is called the power of P0.
FIGURE 19






and since from the equation
# -
the radical axis becomes





2 —x2.’2c1 X+Cj2-~=x —2c2.x÷c22—e~
can be written in the form
(4~) (i— ~i)2 — e,~= (~_~2)2 —
Hence, the power of any point on the radical axis with respect to any two
given circles of the pencil except the line circle,are equal.
For the orthogonal circles consider the two circles
(44) x2—2ci~ •~+c~~~=O
x2 — 2~ • +
= c2 — . Let Q be a point of intersection of these two cir
cles.




Adding the equation of (44) we get
2x2 — 2(E1 + c2) ~ + = o.
But for x = we have
(4~) 2q2 - 2(~’i - 02) • -~ C~)i * CO~ 0~
(~) (~i —~) (~ ~) = q2 — ~ + c2)q + 0.
Multiplying (46) by 2 and subtracting (4~) from this the result is
(47) 2~i C~ - ~- c~- = O~
which is the condition for orthogonality we seek.
Hence we see that if the circ lee are orthagonal at then they are
orthogonal at Q2.
A Circle Orthogonal to a ;~amily:
General equation:
Let the circle
(48) x2 - 25~ • + C...’ = 0
be orthogonal to the circles
(49) x2 - 2~. ~ • 0
2 ~ —X — ~X 02 + ~ = 0.
Any member of the pencil determined by (49) can be written
I~ ~
To determine the ortbogonality of (48) to (50)
tK~ + F~
____ (Cc) 4 Cc’~) ..~. i~G. ~ ~cJ ~ c~)- - ~ .,‘. g~ ~
~
for 2~l- cc~c.), =0
2c.c2~ ~—(L)~=O.
27.
Therefore the circle(118) is orthogonal to the family determined by
(49)~
Claim that the center of (1i8) lies on a radical axis of the pencil.
To see this put in equation (42) ~ in place of ~. We then got
2(~ -~) .0 + - a~= 2 02 -~ - a2~a’.~.- (2~. ~ -~-~) = 0.
If two different circles are orthogonal to a pencil of circles then
obviously any one member of the pencil determined by the two different cir
cles. Hence the two pencils are orthogonal.
28.
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